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To Leaders:

Hopefully you have all heard of “Growing Guiding”, well, now we have “Knowing Guiding” Do
you know what happens in the section before and after your own? Can you tell your girls a
little about what goes on in the section they will progress to? Do you know what they did in
the section they were in before? Well, if the answer is “No” to any of the questions this is
the challenge badge for you! It is designed to help you and your unit find out a little bit
about what happens in the different sections of Girlguiding. Whether you are 5 or 75 you
can be a member of this great organisation! Each section has it’s own programme and you
will find out a little about these at the beginning of each section.
This resource is for you to use to your best advantage. The information has come off the
girlguiding website and most of the challenges are from various girlguiding resources. They
are under Girlguiding Copyright and Girlguiding have very kindly given permission for their
reproduction in this challenge pack. There are many girlguiding publications with a whole
host of ideas and activities. The website also has lots and lots to offer too! It would be
good if your girls chose at least one or two activities from each section and that you
shared the information about each section. Also try to choose a balanced selection of
activities. If you like a particular “challenge” you will find the source and will be able to
borrow or buy your own resource if you wish.
The idea is to get a feel for the different sections and the type of activities they do. You
should adapt the activities depending on the age of the girls taking part.
Feel free to get in touch with leaders from the different sections and choose your own
activities from their resources too!
This challenge badge has been produced to raise much needed funds for 1st Brigham &
1st Broughton Brownies, Derwent Division to allow them to have exciting Adventures.
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We have fun
Rainbows are girls aged five to seven (four to seven in Northern Ireland)
and follow a programme called the Rainbow Jigsaw, through which they
can take part in lots of different activities with girls their own age.
Rainbows is all about developing self-confidence, building friendships,
learning new things and having fun. Girls get their hands dirty with arts
and crafts, trying out cooking and playing games. Rainbows is all about
learning by doing.
Rainbows follow a programme called the Rainbow Jigsaw, through which
they can take part in lots of different activities with girls their own age.
The Rainbow Jigsaw has four areas:
Look

Learn

Laugh

Love

Roundabouts are Rainbow resources full of tried and tested activities
that allow Rainbows to explore and learn. The activities cover the four
areas of the Rainbow Jigsaw (Look, Learn, Laugh and Love).
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Rainbow Challenges
Look
Hide a friend

(from Roundabout Rainbows)

Find out which girls are wide awake.
You need a coat or blanket, music
The girls spread out around the room and when the music starts they move around. When
the music stops all the girls crouch down and close their eyes. The leader covers one girl
with a coat or blanket. When everyone opens their eyes they have to guess who is covered
up.
Money, money, money

(from Roundabout Global Adventure)

Investigate some different currencies from around the world
You need pencils or wax crayons, thin paper, coins from around the world
Gather coins from around the world and some coins from your own country. Show them to
the girls. Look at how different all the coins are, eg in size, weight, colours, images on the
coins. Explain that in different countries, people use different money to buy things. Can
they guess which countries the coins are from? Give the Rainbows some paper and crayons
and ask them to make rubbings of the coins.

Colour scavenger walk

(from Roundabout Seasons)

Girls look around and enjoy the colours of nature
You need Paint colour charts from a paint shop (try picking different shades to match the
season) Double-sided sticky tape
Take the girls out for a walk around the local park, woodland or grounds of your meeting
place. Let each small group or pair of girls pick a colour chart card and stick a piece of
double-sided sticky tape down the centre of it. Encourage the girls to look around them for
natural items that match the colours on their paint chart. If they find a match, they can
carefully pick up the item and stick it on the tape. Make sure girls know that they should
only collect items that have fallen naturally and remind them not to pick flowers or pull
leaves off trees.
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Learn
Blindfold sandwich

(from Roundabout Rainbows)

A fun way to learn what it may be like not to be able to see. Girls love this activity and
manage surprisingly well.
You need aprons, blindfolds, bread, paper plates, plastic knives, butter or margarine, jam or
other sandwich spread
In pairs, the girls take it in turns to be blindfolded. The blindfolded girl puts on an apron
and is directed by her partner to make a sandwich. She has to:
Take two slices of bread out of the bag, Put the bread on a plate, butter the bread, spread
jam on the bread, place one slice on top of the other, cut the sandwich in two.
Swap so both girls can make a sandwich.
Chopstick relay

(from Roundabout Global Adventure)

Teach girls the art of using chopsticks!
You need chopsticks, small pieces of food, eg dried pasta, raisins or sweets
balloons
Tell the girls that in many Asian countries, food is eaten with chopsticks. Show the girls
how to use the chopsticks to eat food. The girls can try for themselves in pairs, taking
turns to transfer food from one bowl to another. Afterwards play a relay game in which
girls have to carry a balloon between two chopsticks and pass it to the next member of the
team.
Hedgehogs beware

(from Roundabout Seasons)

Rainbows learn about hedgehogs and how to help them hibernate safely.
You need 2 fairy cakes for each girl, melted chocolate, chocolate flakes,
Icing pens, small sweets/cake decorations, red/orange buttercream, chocolate sticks (like
matchmakers), bowls for melted chocolate, icing and other decorations
Tell the girls that they are going to make a hedgehog cake and a bonfire cake, and ask them
to think about why they might be doing so.
Give each girl a fairy cake to make their hedgehog. They should dip the top of the cake in
the melted chocolate and stick in small bits of chocolate flake over half the cake to create
hedgehog spines. On the other half of the cake girls should use icing pens, sweets etc to
make the eyes, nose, ears and mouth. Then girls use another cake to make a bonfire. The
girls spread red or orange icing on the top of cake to make the fire, arrange chocolate
sticks on the top as the wood.
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Ask the girls why they think they made these two cakes. Explain that hedgehogs hibernate
in autumn and that an unlit bonfire is warm, dry and cosy, which makes it seem like an ideal
place to settle down for the winter. Before lighting a bonfire, it should ideally be moved to
another place to ensure that a hedgehog is not underneath. Ask girls to tell their parents
about the cakes and help keep hedgehogs safe!

Laugh
Foot painting

(from Roundabout Rainbows)

A fun and messy way of being creative that is beat done outside. Also a chance to find out
who has ticklish feet!
You need poster paint in trays, large sheets of paper, paint brushes, soap and water, towels
The girls use their feet to paint a picture. They can put their toes and feet in the trays of
paint or paint each other’s feet using a paintbrush. You can take it further by getting the
girls to try and paint a picture holding a paintbrush between their toes.
Tornado in a bottle

(from Roundabout Seasons)

Girls make a swirling miniature tornado
You need two plastic drinks bottles (ideally 1 litre, but any size will do), water, washing up
liquid, duct tape
In some countries the changing seasons mean the arrival of extreme weather.
In America tornados are most common in spring. With this experiment girls can shake up a
storm in a bottle to give them an idea of how tornados are formed.
Fill one of the bottles with water until it is 3/4 full and then add a few drops of washing-up
liquid. Put the empty bottle on top of the bottle containing the water and tape the necks
together tightly with duct tape. Holding the bottles at the point where the necks join,
quickly turn them over and swirl the top bottle in a circular motion. You should see a tornado
form as the water runs down into the empty bottle.
Kangas

(from Roundabout Global Adventure)

Not to be confused with kangaroos—these kangas are much more colourful
You need fabric squares or tea towels, items to carry (see below)
Explain to girls that in East African countries women use a large square of fabric called a
“kanga” for many things, such as carrying babies, goods or wearing as a skirt. Kangas are
printed in bold and colourful designs and often have a message along one side in Swahili.
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Girls can play a game using fabric or tea towels to transport objects. Divide the girls into
teams of four to six. Girls take turns to run to the other end of the room, grab an object
and transport it back using a “kanga”. (The simplest way is to gather all the corners of the
kanga together like a bag) Objects could include dolls, pieces of food, balls or beanbags.
The first team to collect all their objects wins. (or the team with the most objects). You
can also ask girls to draw their own kanga pattern and write a positive message on the
bottom.

Love
Lamingtons

(from Roundabout Global Adventure)

Delicious Australian treats to make and share.
You need sponge cake cut into 5cm x 5cm cubes, one for each girl, melted chocolate, or a
jar of chocolate spread or jam, desiccated coconut, plates, knives or bowl
Cover each cake cube in chocolate. If you are using melted chocolate, dip the squares in a
bowl; if using chocolate spread or jam, use a knife to spread it thinly. Roll the sponges in
coconut until well covered. Let them set before eating. Girls could give the cakes to one
another as an act of sharing.
You could always make the sponge cakes in your unit meeting too.
Helping Hands

(from Roundabout Rainbows)

Girls can use their hands to make a colourful picture together.
You need trays of poster paint, aprons, outline of a peacock’s tail, sun, hedgehog, rainbow or
flower, brushes, soap and water, towels
Each girl dips her hand in the paint and makes handprints into the outline shape. As more
handprints are added the outline will take shape.
This activity can be useful to introduce the importance of teamwork and helping each other.
Girls can talk about how they can help people. These ideas can be written or drawn on their
handprints.
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Promise caterpillars

(from Roundabout Seasons)

Girls make colourful caterpillars and think about their Rainbow Promise.
You need Caterpillar head template (10cm diameter), circle template (10cm
diameter), pencils, coloured paper/thin card, scissors, colouring pens/
pencils, hole punch, thick straws (cut into 1cm lengths—5 per girl) wool/
string, sticky tape
Explain to girls that the caterpillars crawling on leaves in Spring eventually
turn into the beautiful butterflies we see in Summer. Remind the girls that
part of their Rainbow Promise is to be kind and helpful, and that by doing
so they will help each other grow and develop—just like the caterpillars! This activity will
show girls the things they do that their friends think are kind and helpful.
Divide the girls into groups of six, each girl cuts out her caterpillar head and decorates it.
Using the circle template the girls should draw 5 body pieces on coloured paper and
carefully cut them out. Get the girls to write or draw something kind about one of the girls
in her group on each circle. e.g. Zoe makes me laugh with her jokes, or an example of how
they have been helpful, such as Mary helps me tie my shoe laces. The girls then give their
circles to the correct person, so each girl has 5 body parts with caring things about her
written on them. Use the hole punch to punch a hole in the right hand side of the
caterpillar’s head and on the left and right hand sides of the body parts. Help the girls to
tape a piece of wool to the back of their caterpillar head, thread the wool up through the
hole and add apiece of straw as a spacer. They should then thread the wool down through
the hole on the first piece of body and up through the other side, before adding another bit
of straw. Continue until they have added all 5 body pieces. On the last piece of body, stick
the wool to the back and cut off the excess
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We do cool stuff
Brownies are girls aged seven to ten who become a member of a Six and
follow a programme called the Brownie Adventure. Brownies opens up a
world of exciting challenges and the opportunity to try new things and to
make brilliant friends.
Through regular meetings, special events, day trips, sleepovers, camps and
holidays, Brownies learn new hobbies, play music, explore other cultures
and get adventurous outdoors. Girls can also extend their knowledge and
abilities by working towards Brownie Interest badges covering many
different hobbies and activities from Science investigator to Circus skills.
The name reflects the world of exciting opportunities, challenges and fun
that is Brownies.

The Brownie Adventure is divided into three areas:




You
Community
World

During the three years that a girl is a Brownie they have Adventure,
Adventure On and then More Adventures.
(All activities from Brownie Adventures book unless otherwise stated)
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You
Skip fit
Did you know that you should do a total of one hour of exercise a day? You don’t have to do
the whole hour at once though!
You need skipping ropes, skipping chart, pencil, stop watch or watch with a second hand
Skipping is a fun way to keep fit and it’s even more fun skipping with friends. See how many
skips on the chart you can do in a minute. Ask other girls to time you, then swap. Then try
another twice and see if you can improve your time.
Dangers in the kitchen

Knowing how to keep the kitchen clean and safe can mean you don’t become ill.
You need Danger in the kitchen picture, pencils
Look at the ‘Dangers in the Kitchen’ picture and see how many dangers you can find. Discuss
them with your friends. Now create your own danger picture for somewhere else like the
garden or your meeting hall and see how many dangers other girls can see.
Friendship bracelets

(from a very old brownie magazine!)

As a Brownie you should always try to be a friend to others. Make a bracelet and give it to
another Brownie to show your friendship

You need card (a cereal box is ideal), scissors, wool, beads.
There are lots of different ways to make a friendship bracelrt. One way is Japanese
weaving, the instructions on how to do this are in the resources area of booklet

Community
Great mates
Brownies love making new friends—and there’s always something new to find out about other
people that will help you get to know them better.
You will need great mates chart, pencils

Try the challenge as a group, Chat to other girls and find out whether they match any of
the statements. Once you find one they match, that girl should sign their name next to the
statement. You then move on to another girl. Who can complete the chart first?
Emergency Call
When you need emergency help you can ring the emergency services for the police, an
ambulance or the fire services. Just dial 999. You should dial the emergency services
number only in a real emergency. Try the worksheet
You will need worksheet, pencils
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Top Teams

Try some of these activities with your six/group. They will help you work well as a team. At
the end, see how much everyone enjoyed it
Silent teams - Get all of your six in a line without speaking


Youngest to oldest



January birthday to December



Alphabetical order of first names



Shortest to tallest



Shortest hair to longest hair



Smallest feet to biggest feet

Think of some of your own!
Mime away - In sixes, mime the actions for the rest of the Brownies to guess. You can do
it all together or in small groups


Scoring the winning goal in the football World Cup



Driving a car



Shopping in a supermarket



Taking part in an obstacle course race



Lifting a heavy weight



Playing a musical instrument or being in a band



Wrapping a parcel



Getting ready for a party

Think of some of your own!
Giant knot?
As a six try to make a giant version of the shapes using your bodies to form part of the
picture. Each six could try doing the same shape and leaders can award points to the best
each time


A car

How did it go?



A butterfly



Did everyone get to take part?



The letter M





A Browmie Promise badge

Did everyone understand what to
do?



The Eiffel Tower



Did you work together well?



A house



How much fun did you all have?



A dinosaur





A paperclip

Is there anything you would do
differently next time?

Think of some of your own!
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World
Friends around the world
There are Brownies all around the World but they are not all called Brownies. Have a go at
the wordsearch and see how many names you can spot.
There’s something out there……
Imagine a spaceship has crashed with a huge bang outside your meeting place. You rush
outside to see what the noise was…..
What happens next? In groups write, act or draw out the story. Think about:


How you’ll communicate with the aliens



What they might think of you



Whether the aliens need help or not



What happens to the aliens next—will you tell the world or keep them a secret?

After a while each group shows their story to the rest of the unit.
Make some Beads
For centuries, women in Central Africa have worn beautiful necklaces. Try to make your own
beads and necklaces.
You will need : Kitchen roll, mug, large mixing bowl, metal spoon, sieve, 3 tablespoons plain
flour, 4 tablespoons water, plastic drinking straws, paints and brushes, wool
What to do :


Tear the kitchen roll into enough small pieces to fill about 4 mugs, Put in a large mixing
bowl and cover with warm water. Soak for a few minutes,



Mix the wet paper to a pulp. Squeeze it through the sieve. Put it back into the bowl.



Mix the flour and water in a mug into a gluey paste. Add it to the paper. Mix well.



Press a blob of the paper pulp round the straw to make a bead.



Make lots of beads in different shapes and sizes.



When they are partly dry, take them off the straw and put them on a plate to dry
completely.



Paint the beads. When they're dry, thread them on to the wool.
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We make things happen
Guides are girls aged 10 to 14 who are given the chance to explore their
individual skills and abilities and try out new challenges as part of a team.
Girls can get involved in anything from adventure sports to performing
arts, travel and taking part in community action projects.
Members take part in a wide range of exciting activities at their regular
meetings, and at special events or holidays. Girls can get involved in
anything from adventure sports to performing arts, travel and taking part
in community action projects.
Guides work together in small groups or 'Patrols' and, with the support of
an adult Leader, choose and run some of the activities themselves using
Go for It resource packs.

The Guide programme is divided into five areas:






discovery of new experiences and challenges
healthy lifestyles
global awareness
skills and relationships
celebrating diversity.

Girls can extend their knowledge and skills by working towards Guide
Interest Badges covering many different hobbies and activities from Film
lover to Independent living. They can also gain Challenge badges that
recognise their participation in guiding over a period of time. The badges
build towards the Baden Powell Challenge Award.
As part of the Award, Guides would need to take part in a Baden-Powell
Adventure. These are usually residential events organised locally.
(All activities from various Guide “Go for it” publications) Go for its are designed to be used in Guide Patrols so
this section will be an ideal time to put in practise one of the “five essentials of Guiding” - working together in
small groups!
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Take Action
Beanbag Banter Take a beanbag and all sit in a circle for a good old chinwag. Whoever is
holding the beanbag gets to say what she thinks without being interrupted. Everybody must
listen and when the speaker is finished she should pass the beanbag on so that everyone has
a go. This is how debating works in Parliament– although they don’t have their own beanbags!
Use this technique to share opinions on issues like:


What you’d most like to change about the place you live



The best thing about where you live



Rules people should follow like not dropping litter, reducing waste and recycling

Discuss what it was like to get your say knowing you wouldn’t be interrupted? Was it boring
to have to listen to someone else or was it easier to understand without people butting in?
Twenty questions On slips of paper write titles of people in your community, eg police
officer, councillor, shopkeeper, doctor, librarian, religious leader (vicar), lollipop person, and
any others that you can think of. Fold the pieces of paper up and put them in a hat.
Take turns to pick out a piece of paper. The rest of the group must find out who you are by
asking no more than 5 questions, but you can only answer “yes or no”. When your character
has been guesses another player has a turn of selecting a character.
What would happen if some of these people weren’t around—like teachers! As a group try to
agree on a ranking system for them, from most vital to least, do you all agree?
Rubbish record Everything we eat, wear, and use these days seems to come with a whole
heap of packaging—Copy and take the “Rubbish record” chart home with you. For one week
record all the things you put in the bin—or everything your family bins (agree in your group
so you all do the same) Next week come back and compare your lists and discuss the
following questions:


How similar were the lists?



How much packaging did you throw away, was it all necessary?



Are there brands or types of items that are the main culprits?



What purpose does packaging have? Is it just to keep items clean?



What could you recycle?
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Teamwork
Tied up in knots Work together to figure out how to make a circle.
It isn’t as easy as it sounds!
You will need Nothing!
What to do
1. Stand in a circle in your Patrol. The number of girls in the group must be even so you may
need to take it in turns to participate.
2. Every girl should reach out with their left hand and hold the hand of someone else in the
Patrol. Now do the same with your right hand – you should be holding hands with two
different people.
3. Now for the challenge – try to make a circle again without letting go of each other’s
hands!
Team talk - How difficult was it to reform the circle? Did you have a plan as a team and did
everyone get a chance to put forward a solution? Discussing your plans or ideas as a team
and inviting everyone to give their thoughts and suggestions for how they might improve it
will make your end goal much easier to achieve.
Take a compliment!
A good team member recognises the talents of her teammates and makes sure to motivate
them with compliments! But sometimes it can be difficult to recognise our own talents. Try
this activity and give your teammates a confidence boost, while finding out just how great
you really are as well! You will need P Envelopes (one per Patrol member) P Slips of paper P
Pens P Colouring pencils What to do 1. Give everyone in the Patrol an envelope. Write your
name on your envelope and decorate it however you wish! 2. Take a slip of paper for each
Patrol member, including yourself (for example if there are six members in your Patrol, you
should all have six slips of paper). 3. Sit in a circle and write down on one of the slips of
paper something you really like about yourself. This could be a skill, talent or personality
trait – avoid giving compliments about how you look! Put the slip of paper into your envelope.
4. When everyone has done this, pass your envelope to the girl on your right. 5. Write a
compliment about the person whose envelope you now have on another slip of paper. Pop this
in the envelope. 6. Keep passing the envelopes to the right until you have written a
compliment for each girl in your Patrol and your envelope has returned to you. 7. Take it in
turns to read out the compliments in your envelopes. Take it further If you enjoyed this
activity and found it a confidence boost, why not do the activity with the whole unit? Team
talk Are you surprised by what other people have said about you? When you know what
you’re good at, you can be confident in putting yourself forward and taking responsibility
for tasks within the team. Being enthusiastic helps a team stay happy, motivated and
confident, making challenges easier to overcome.
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Quick draw Draw pictures to describe words, and see if the rest of your Patrol can guess
what they are.
You will need
Children’s dictionary, Big sheets of paper, Marker pen, Watch with a second hand/
stopwatch
What to do
1.

Decide who is going to be the first artist.

2.

Have a look to see how many pages there are in the dictionary, then the artist should
choose a page number.

3.

The artist selects a word from the page and then tries to draw it – without using letters or numbers.

4.

The rest of the team has 30 seconds to guess what the word is. But you only get three
guesses so don’t waste them!

Take it further
Why not make it a bit more challenging (and fun!) by putting a blindfold on the artist? Or
get fast and frantic and see how many words you can guess in two minutes? You could even
try the artist tracing the word on a teammate’s back with her finger, and then the teammate drawing it on the page!

Team talk Discuss how you found working under time pressure. Did you feel like the team all
pulled together? When you’re working as a team on a time challenge it can be difficult for
everyone to have an input – sometimes you get too excited and just jump in with the answers! Try to think about the quieter members of your team and remember to give everyone a chance to play their part.
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Chocolate
Banana lollies This is a great one to try at a Patrol sleepover! You will need 4 bananas
Family-size bar of milk chocolate Skewers/cocktail sticks Greaseproof paper Knife
Freezer-proof plate Heatproof bowl Saucepan Freezer What to do 1. Chop the bananas
into thick pieces and put them in the freezer for half an hour. 2. Melt the chocolate by
breaking it into small pieces and putting it in a bowl over a pan of simmering hot water.
The bottom of the bowl should not touch the water in the pan. 3. Take the bananas out of
the freezer and use a skewer to dip them into the chocolate. 4. The chocolate should go
hard quite quickly. Lay the banana lollies on greaseproof paper and put them back into the
freezer for ﬁve minutes. Then you can eat them!

Top of the chocs It’s quiz time! How much do you know about all things sweet? Can you
work out the sweets and chocolate bars from these cryptic clues? You will need Pens
Paper What to do Grab a pen and paper and work together to unravel these tricky riddles.
Each one is a well-known type of sweet or chocolate bar – is your favourite in there?
1.

One of the planets

2.

You’ll ﬁnd them on a cardigan but not on a jumper

3.

A favourite feline

4.

Where nine and ten both come

5.

Another name for ten pin bowling

6.

Travelling musicians of times gone by

7.

A tall bus

8.

Wobbly infants

9.

Nickname for a small Northern terrier

10.

It’ll make you roar

11.

It’s not a pufﬁn

12.

Separate

Answers 1. Mars 2. Buttons 3. Kit Kat 4. After Eight 5. Skittles 6. Minstrels 7. Double
Decker 8. Jelly Babies 9. Yorkie 10. Lion 11. Penguin 12. Breakaway
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Play it Aztec Did you know? Cocoa pods grow on trees, and cocoa beans are the seeds
inside that are used to make chocolate. But the Aztecs mainly used cocoa beans as money!
Everybody used this cocoa bean currency, but only the emperor and the nobility were
allowed to drink the chocolate. Now that you know this fun fact, ﬁnd out some more about
the Aztecs and make up your own board game all about Aztec life, using chocolates as
money.
You will need Paper Card Coloured pens/pencils Dice Counters (you could make your own)
Box of small, wrapped chocolates
What to do
1.

Think carefully about the following things to get you started. What will you call your
game? How many chocolates should the players start with and how many will they
gain or lose on each turn? How do you win the game? Is it the person that gets to
the end ﬁrst, or the one who has the most chocolates left?

2.

Design your board. Here are some ideas for squares you could land on.

The emperor comes to visit you – make him a mug of chocolate! Lose some chocolates.
You sell a pot you have made – gain some chocolates.
You prepare tasty tortillas for your family – move forward one.
You need to make an offering to the gods – lose some chocolates.
You win a pole-climbing competition! Gain some chocolates.
You have to buy maize to feed your family – lose some chocolates.
Ouch! You’ve put too much chilli in your food – miss a go.
Perhaps you could decorate the board with Aztec art.
3. Test it out with some friends!
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Healthy Eating
Fruits for free If you’re feeling green-fingered, you could use seeds straight from a fruit
to grow your own. You’ll have to be patient if you want to harvest your own fruit, but it
could be worth the wait!
You will need Pips or seeds from a fruit (orange, apple, melon etc) Small plant pot each
Compost Plastic bag (food bags are ideal)
What to do
1.

Soak your seeds in water and then leave them in a warm place for two days.

2.

Plant the seeds in a pot of damp compost.

3.

Cover the pot with a plastic bag to keep the moisture in and leave it on a windowsill.

4.

It will be several weeks before your seeds start to germinate. As the plants grow,
transfer them to a larger pot to give them enough space.

Creative cuts You’ll be amazed at the patterns that fruits can make when you cut them in
half and use them for printing! Have a go at making greeting cards or wrapping paper from
fruit printing. Alternatively, you could use the prints to design different cartoon
characters which encourage younger children to eat more healthily.
You will need A selection of differently shaped fruit Chopping board Sharp knife Kitchen
paper Poster paints Paper or card
What to do
1.

Cut your various fruits in half and dry them on kitchen paper.

2.

Dip the shapes into the paint.

3.

Press the fruit half down on to paper or card to create your fruit patterns and leave
to dry before turning them into greeting cards, wrapping paper or art.

Get creative Campaign for health!
You will need Pens Large sheet of paper Cooking/food magazines (optional) Glue (optional)
Computer (optional) Video camera (optional)
What to do
Pretend you work for the government and you want people your age to be healthier. Design
an advertising campaign with your Patrol about healthy eating for teenagers. Use the
information in this Go For It! and other information you have collected to put together an
eye-catching campaign. This could include radio or TV adverts, posters, websites or
anything else you can think of.
Take it further Present your advertising campaign to the rest of your unit. What do they
think?
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We explore more
The Senior Section offers young women aged 14 to 26 the opportunity to
develop their skills and abilities through a flexible and inspiring
programme which offers a huge variety of challenges, activities and
opportunities for personal development.
Members of The Senior Section can choose from a wide range of unique
and exciting opportunities, including travel in the UK and around the
world, volunteering with younger girls within Girlguiding as a Mentor or
Leader, and working towards valuable qualifications.
The Senior Section offers an exciting and flexible programme with a huge
variety of challenges and opportunities for personal development
The Look Wider programme offers a range of activities and challenges
and motivates members to try out new things – it could be learning a
language, playing a musical instrument, running a marathon, camping in the
wilds or volunteering overseas. It is flexible and participants can take
their chosen activities as far as they wish, from taster level all the way
to gaining a qualification that is recognised outside guiding.
Members of The Senior Section can undertake a wide range of awards
and qualifications. These include the Leadership qualification, which helps
them in running guiding units for younger girls, the internationallyrecognised Duke of Edinburgh's Award Scheme, the Queen's Guide
Award, the Commonwealth Award and other prestigious awards specific to
guiding.
There are many international opportunities open to members of The
Senior Section. They range from attending guiding events abroad to
volunteering on community projects in developing countries.
Members can also take part in our successful peer education programme.
Young women can become Peer Educators trained to run sessions on issues
that affect girls and young women such as binge drinking, bullying, stress
management and sexual health.

They can also make their voices heard by, for example, joining the guiding
delegation at the British Youth Council or having a say in the future of
guiding by attending one of our Innovate meetings.
(All activities from Me in Mind publication— a Guide and Senior Section resource for use by individuals or groups)
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Blast Off! (Discover your hopes, dreams and goals, and go for them)

You will need: A large piece of paper, pens, sticky notes
What to do: On a large piece of paper draw a big rocket. Ask each participant to draw a
picture or write a sentence on a sticky note to explain one of their dreams, hopes or
aspirations and stick it to the rocket. Each individual must then explain what they have
drawn or written to the rest of the group. The group could give guidance on how that
person would achieve their goal
Rocks in a bucket (Make time for yourself)
This is a messy activity that should be done outside! It is an experiment to discover in
which order it is best to carry out daily tasks. Do you work most efficiently if you do the
big, urgent, important tasks first, or is it better to do the little easier tasks first and put
off the big, scary tasks till later?
You will need: two buckets, lots of large rocks, lots of small stones, sand, water, two
measures
What to do: Imagine the empty bucket is the amount of time available to us in a day. The
object is to get as many rocks, stones, sand and water into the bucket with as little mess
as possible!
Split the group into two teams and the materials between them. Each team fills their
bucket, but in different ways.
Team 1— Throw the big rocks in. Is the bucket full? Throw the small stones in. Is it full?
Measure out the sand and pour it in. Is it full? Pour in the water, measuring until the
bucket is full.
Team 2— Do the same as above but in reverse oder starting with the water—guess how
much you will need, then the sand, then the small stones, then the bigger rocks until the
bucket is full.
Discussion— Which was the most efficient way of filling the bucket? Which team got the
most in the bucket?
The message— The big rocks stand for the biggest, most important issues in your life and
the water the least important, smallest issues. Why was the second team’s experience so
messy? - because they dealt with the smallest issue first, and left the most important
thing until last!
Memories (Relish your relationships)
Make a photo collage of everything you or your group have been up to in the last few
years. This could range from events, holidays, or any times you’d like to look back on,
whether guiding or otherwise.
You will need: photos or copies of photos of people and events, mementos from trips or
events or fun meetings you’ve had, a large piece of card, glue
What to do: if you’re in a group, get everyone involved in the collage—everyone should add
their own pictures and memories. Find places for everything on the card before sticking it
all down. When you have finished, put up the collage for all to see, or just get it out
whenever you like to remind yourself of the fun you have!
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Ten things to do with chocolate (Pursue your interests)

Try a few of the following:
1.

Find out about the history of chocolate, from the Aztecs to John Cadbury—explain
your fascinating facts to friends and family

2.

Have a chocolate tasting evening

3.

Borrow a chocolate fountain for the evening and dip some fruit

4.

Make some chocolate truffles as a present for someone

5.

Find out about fair trade chocolates and where you can buy it locally. What are the
benefits of buying Fair Trade?

6.

Visit a chocolate factory or invite someone who makes chocolates to visit your unit

7.

Design (and make, if possible) a new chocolate product. What is your favourite filling
to have in your chocolate?

8.

Make a chocolate face mask; mix together a teaspoon each of honey, butter, sugar and
chocolate spread (check for nut allergies first) and smooth onto your face for a tasty
experience.

9.

Use chocolates such as buttons and fingers to create pictures

10.

Have a chocolate bar debate — stand up for your favourite bar!

In the swamp (Don’t be afraid to ask for help)
The objective of the game is to get your team over the rope without touching it
You will need : a rope tied tightly between two trees about 1.5m off the ground.
What to do
Each team member must get over the rope without touching it. There are a few problems
though…


You are in the middle of a swamp with no raw materials nearby so you can’t build a
structure to help you get you and your team over the rope



There is no space to run up and jump over the rope



Half of the team can only use one arm



The other half of the team are blindfolded

If anyone touches the rope the whole team need to start again
Discussion: Was it easy to ask for help? Was help readily given? Did you work well as a
team?

Musical chairs (Have a laugh)
You will need: a chair each, a sticker or sticky note each, pens, music
What to do
This is played in the same way as the traditional musical chairs game, except that every
participant has a sticker on her back with a dare on it.
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The dares can be written down as a group at the beginning, then mixed up so no-one knows
which dare they have.
When the music stops, the person who is out performs the dare on her back!
The winner is the last person left in a chair. Their prize? They don’t have to do a dare!
Suggestions for stickers:


When the music stops, sing the next line of the song



Pretend to be a dog until the music starts again



Speak in a funny voice for the remainder of the game

Who loves ya baby? ( Believe in yourself)
This activity is ideal for a weekend or unit meeting and can be adapted in many ways.
You will need:


an individual photograph, picture or drawing of each participant



A sheet of paper each



Large display space



Pens or craft materials



Envelopes

What to do
Begin this activity at the start of a term or weekend away. Place a photo, picture or drawing
of each participant on a large space on the wall or on a display board along with an envelope
for each person. Make sure the board is always accessible, so it can be added to at any
time. Throughout the time the group is together, each participant is encouraged to write
complimentary messages or draw pictures for each person and put them in the envelopes.
The messages should be written secretly. The leader assigns one or two friends to each
participant who then anonymously post their messages on the board. Alternatively, the
Leader could set aside a specific time for each participant to add to their envelopes.
Each participant can then take away their compliments and treasure them!
Holidays (Think about what is important to you)
You will need: a large sheet of paper, pens
What to do
Imagine you are travelling in Asia for six months and can only take with you what you can
carry. Make a list of all the things that you would take. Think about what you will need to
stay safe, what the climate will be like, whether you need anything to remind you of home
and whether there is anything you can take that will show people where you come from.
What can’t you do without, and what could you leave behind?
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We discover, we grow
Girlguiding isn't just for girls. In total, there are around 100,000 adult
volunteers and supporters.
More than 80,000 amazing volunteers contribute over ten million hours to
guiding every year. In return, Girlguiding offers training and the
opportunity to develop new skills.
There are many volunteer roles in guiding. Many volunteers give their time
as Leaders or Assistant Leaders for guiding units and get to see girls
enjoying events and activities that they have organised. Other volunteers
take on administrative responsibilities, or help out with driving or
maintenance on an occasional basis.
To become a Leader or Assistant Leader you work towards your
Leadership Qualification
All the activities that follow in this section are taken from resources that
are on the girlguiding website to help leaders. Route through to activities
is at the beginning of each section.
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Promise activities
Home »Members' area & Go! »Activities »Promise activities
Rainbow
I Promise

This game is similar to What’s the time Mr Wolf?.

It will take 10 minutes
What you need No equipment needed
What to do
1. The Leader stands with her back to the Rainbows and they creep up behind her. As the
Leader turns around the Rainbows freeze.
2. If the Leader says ‘I promise to keep my room tidy’ or a similar Promise that could be
kept, the girls continue to creep.
3. But, if the Leader says, ‘I promise to eat you!’ (or similar) the girls run back to the start
line as the Leader tries to tag them.
4. Talk afterwards about Promises that you can keep and those, like eating a Rainbow, that
can’t be kept!
Brownie

To help other people . Helping others is an integral part of the Brownie Promise. This
activity will act as a handy reminder for Brownies to be helpful to others.
Good Turn tree
It will take 15 minutes
What you need
A large outline drawing of a tree with lots of branches
Paper cut into leaf shapes
Felt-tip pens or colouring pencils
Glue or sticky tape
What to do
1.

Ask the girls to draw or write about a Good Turn that they have done that day or week
on a leaf shape.

2.

As they take it in turns to attach their leaf to the tree, they can tell the rest of the
unit about their Good Turn.
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Guide

The Promise tree
This activity will give Guides a chance to think about what the Promise means to them and
how they fulfil the different elements of the Promise in their daily lives.
It will take 10 to 15 minutes
What you need
Paper
Pens
What to do
1.

Give a piece of paper to each Guide.

2.

Tell the girls to write the words ‘I Promise’ on the paper to make a tree trunk.

3.

Ask them to then write each part of the Promise to make the branches.

4.

Then ask them to think about each part of the Promise and write their own thoughts
on what it means and how they can keep it as leaves growing out of each branch.

5.

When they have finished their Promise tree they can discuss with their Patrol what
they have written. Are there some branches that have fewer leaves? Can they think of
more things to add after discussing it?

6.

Leaders will need to be aware that some girls may not want to share their ideas or
thoughts as they will be personal to them.

Senior Section
To be true to myself and develop my beliefs It is important that members of The Senior
Section recognise the importance of being true to themselves. There are lots of different
ways in which members of The Senior Section can develop their beliefs. Some may have
very clear and set beliefs linked to a particular religion while others may have a more
informal belief system. Neither is wrong or less important than each other – what is crucial
is that being a part of The Senior Section gives members the opportunity to think about
what they and others believe. and recognise the importance of respecting everyone’s
beliefs, whether they are the same as theirs or not.
Finish the sentence Stand up for your values while getting to know the other members in
your unit.
It will take 10 minutes
What you need - No equipment needed
What to do 1. Sit in a circle. 2. One person then starts a sentence (examples below), which
one of the group completes. 3. When a couple of members have answered the same
sentence, you can change the sentence. This will make sure the girls think on their feet and
listen to each other.
Some sentence examples: I am happy when… I am sad when… I can… I am great at… I’m
convinced that… I would like to go to… No-one should be forced to… The best thing about
guiding is… If I were given £100 I would… Some young people smoke because… My opinion
on smoking is… When film stars smoke in films, I think… In five years’ time, I would like…
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Home »Members' area & Go! »Activities »Games and activities
Five minute fillers
Body parts
Duration: five minutes
Sections: all
This is a silly game which develops teams and friendship.
1. Get the girls into pairs or groups. The larger the group, the more complicated the game
gets.
2. The Leader calls out a number, and the name of a body part. For example, 'two' and
'hands' mean there should only be two hands touching the floor.
3. Groups or pairs can use chairs or other props to help them out - it's up to them to work
out how to achieve it. Members of the team must be touching each other in some way.
Make it harder Add in a variety of different body parts to your instructions!
Pass it on!
Duration: five minutes
Sections: all
What you need: a ball, balloon or beanbag
Try these quick throwing, catching and relay games to fill a spare five minutes and burn off
some energy! They are also a great way to develop skills.
In a circle: Throw the ball as quickly as possible across the circle, saying the person's name
as you throw the ball. Use a number of balls to make this more difficult, or challenge the
participants to do an action before they catch the ball, perhaps spin around or kneel
down.
As a relay: In teams stand in lines and pass the ball over head and under legs as a relay the person at the front who receives the ball last runs to the back and the winners are
the team that have the original person back in front first. Alternatively get the girls to
pass the ball using your elbows, knees or feet. Use a water balloon or a plastic cup of
water to add a bit of drama!
Target practice: Use a container like an empty bin or you could use a skipping rope to make
a circle shape on the floor and set up a start line. Give each girl three turns and the
challenge is to get all three into the target. If it gets too easy, move the target further
away or use a smaller container.
Human croquet: Ask one girl per team to be a croquet hoop. The team's aim is to roll the
ball through their team-mate's legs, once each, as quickly as possible in a relay. If a
team member misses, they have to go and collect the ball and try again. Once one person
has played, it's their turn to be the croquet hoop.
The one-minute game
Duration: as long as you like
Sections: all
What you need: depends on what activity you choose
What can you do in a minute? This game is quick, and will help develop the girls'
coordination skills Ask the girls to think of something that they are able to do for one
minute. Here are some ideas to help you:
keep a tennis ball in the air
do star jumps
run really fast
do sit ups
score as many baskets as you can
make as many sandwiches/drinks as possible without making a mess
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just a minute – speak for a whole minute without pausing or repeating yourself on one
subject
find an object
teach each other a skill
guess when a minute is up
tell everybody in the room something good about themselves
name as many of one type of thing (animal, object, things beginning with a certain letter
etc) as you can.

The twenty game Duration: five minutes Sections: Brownies, Guides, The Senior Section
1. Sit in a circle as a group.
2. The aim is for the group to reach the number twenty, through members saying at random
a number starting from one. This can't be passed along the circle, and no one can motion for
someone else to go next - ask girls to close their eyes to stop this happening.
3. If two people say a number at the same time, the group must start from one again!
Sounds easy? Try it!
Name as many as you can Duration: five minutes Sections: Brownies, Guides, The Senior
Section
This is a quick-fire game that helps girls improve their memory skills.
1. Two girls at a time take on the challenge. Another girl decides on the subject: dogs,
plants, colours, vegetables and so on.
2. The first girl of the pair starts, and she has to name as many of that kind of thing as she
can. If she pauses for longer than two seconds, the next girl takes over, until both girls are
out of answers.
3. One point is given for each answer, and each pair goes twice so that the second girls get
a chance to go first.
This game could also be played by choosing a theme - for example food, the pair have to get
through the alphabet by naming a type of food for each letter: apple, banana, cucumber...
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Participation on a plate is an activity pack designed to help you as a Leader to ensure that girls and
young women are involved in decision making.
Home »Members' area & Go! »Running your unit »Programme
Planning activities
Corners
This idea is for: Unit Leaders

Use it with: Rainbows, Brownies

You will need: Nothing

It will take: 5 minutes

This is great for quick decisions when there are several options – for example, choosing a
game. Each corner of the room represents one option. Ask the girls to run to whichever
corner they want to vote for. The corner with the most girls in it wins!
Tops or tails
This idea is for: Unit Leaders
You will need: Nothing

Use it with: Rainbows, Brownies
It will take: 5 minutes

When you need to decide between two options, name one choice ‘tops’ and the other ‘tails’.
Ask the girls to stand up and vote by putting their hands either on their heads (tops) or
their hips (tails). Count the votes and announce the winning choice!
Adapt it You can make this a blind vote by asking everyone to close their eyes. That way
girls will be less influenced by their friends!
Online poll
This idea is for: Unit Leaders
Use it with: Brownies, Guides, The Senior Section
You will need: Computer with Internet access
It will take: 30–60 minutes (preparation), variable time to carry out
Set up an online poll using a website such as Survey Monkey or Doodle, and ask your unit to
vote on anything at all! All votes are anonymous and can only be viewed by the poll creator.
You could email the link or post it securely online (eg on a password- protected area of a
local website or in a closed Facebook group), telling the girls when the poll closes.
If you have an Internet connection at your meeting place, why not set up a computer with
the poll and ask girls to complete it during the meeting?
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Guiding for adults
Trefoil Guild is guiding for adults – fun, friendship and making a
difference! It aims to keep alive the spirit of the promise and law and
offers practical help to Guiding

The aims and objectives of the Trefoil Guild are:
• To keep alive among members the spirit of the Guide and Scout Promises
and Laws
• To carry that spirit into the communities in which members live and
work
• To give practical, financial and moral support to Guiding and Scouting
The Trefoil Guild is a non-uniformed section of the Guide Association for
men or women over the age of 18 years who wish to maintain their links
with Guiding. There are however several items of casual wear.
Voyage Award
Trefoil Guild's Voyage Award is open to all Trefoil Guild members. There
are three Voyage Award levels: Bronze, Silver and Gold. Each level has its
own badge and certificate. The Voyage Award is designed as a personal
challenge but you may do all or some of the sections as part of a team for
support, encouragement and practical reasons.
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Trefoil Guild Challenges
The Trefoil Guild can offer practical help and are always delighted to be asked
to help at Guiding events and meetings.
See if there is a local Guild to you and if so invite them to a unit meeting to
help with these challenges. (You can still try some of the challenges even if
you have no local Trefoil Guild!)


Learn how to tie at least 4 different knots



Find out what Guiding was like 10, 20 and 50 years ago



Learn some camp Fire songs



Have a fundraising evening



Learn how to knit or crochet





Invite someone to your meeting to tell you about what they did when they
were a Guide
Serve tea and biscuits
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Resources
Rainbow Section
Promise Caterpillar
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Brownie Section
Skip fit chart

Go 1

Go 2

Go 3

Go 1

Go 2

Go 3

Turn the rope forwards

Turn the rope backwards

Land on your right foot, then your left foot

Cross your arms

Turn the rope twice in one jump

Walk or run forwards

Stretch your arms out to the side

Turn the rope forwards

Turn the rope backwards

Land on your right foot, then your left foot

Cross your arms

Turn the rope twice in one jump

Walk or run forwards

Stretch your arms out to the side
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Dangers in the kitchen
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Friendship bracelets
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Great mates

__________________________

has a brother or sister

__________________________

wears glasses

__________________________

can play an instrument

__________________________

goes to a different school to me

__________________________

can ride a bicycle

__________________________

is left-handed

__________________________

has a garden

__________________________

loves to sing

__________________________

has a pet

__________________________

can say “hello” in a different language

Great mates

__________________________

has a brother or sister

__________________________

wears glasses

__________________________

can play an instrument

__________________________

goes to a different school to me

__________________________

can ride a bicycle

__________________________

is left-handed

__________________________

has a garden

__________________________

loves to sing

__________________________

has a pet

__________________________

can say “hello” in a different language
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Emergency Call
You should only dial 999 in a real emergency. With other girls, decide which situations
would count as one
You can’t find your
library books

You see someone
climbing into a
house

Your brother has
cut his finger and it
bleeds a little bit

You can see smoke
and flames coming
from a house

Your friend has
fallen out of a
tree and can’t

You need help with
your homework

You haven’t seen
your kitten since
breakfast

If it’s not a 999 emergency, what would you do to solve the problem?
Who to call?
Make a list of numbers for people you could call when you need help (but not in an
emergency. Here are some ideas.
Your school

Your Brownie Leader

A neighbour

A family friend
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Friends around the world
Find the words in the grid. Words can go across, down and in two diagonals.
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BEE

FLOWER

LITTLE WING

BLUE BIRD

JEANETTE

LOUVETEAU

BLUE JAY

KABOUTER

SUNBEAM

BROWNIE

LADYBIRD

SWALLOW

BULBUL

LARK

WAGTAIL

BUTTERFLY

LITTLE FIRE

WICHTEL

FAIRY

LITTLE RIDING HOOD

YELLOW BIRD
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HARDER VERSION

Friends around the world
Find the words in the grid. Words can go horizontally, vertically and diagonally in all eight
directions.
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BEE

FLOWER

LITTLE WING

BLUE BIRD

JEANETTE

LOUVETEAU

BLUE JAY

KABOUTER

SUNBEAM

BROWNIE

LADYBIRD

SWALLOW

BULBUL

LARK

WAGTAIL

BUTTERFLY

LITTLE FIRE

WICHTEL

FAIRY

LITTLE RIDING HOOD

YELLOW BIRD
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Guide Section
Rubbish Record
Day

Total

Plastic
Glass
Papers and
Plastic bags
Cans
Cardboard
Food
Other
Total items

Day

Total

Plastic
Bottles
Glass
Papers and
magazines
Plastic bags
Cans
Cardboard
Food
Other
Total items
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Knowing Guiding Challenge Order Form
Contact name
Unit
Contact Telephone number

Contact e-mail address
Postal address including postcode

Number of badges required _ _ _ _ at £1 per badge

£ _____

Post and Packing
Up to 5 badges

£1

Up to 25 badges

£2

Up to 50 badges

£4

£_____
______
Total

£______

Please make your cheque payable to 1st Brigham Brownies
and send with order form to:Siobhan Gascoigne
63 High Rigg
Brigham

Cockermouth
Cumbria
CA13 0TA
Thanks for your support. I hope you have enjoyed the challenge!
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